StatsJobs is looking for a writer to contribute to our content marketing strategy. This would involve creating quality content for our blog on subjects such as:

- Statistics
- Data Science
- Big Data
- Job Seeking

**Responsibilities include:**

- writing 800+ word posts
- researching and linking to any claim that you cite
- writing in a conversational tone
- doing research on the statistics / data science world so content is up to date and relevant
- writing 4 posts a month (or 2 every 2 weeks) and adhering to this deadline.

**Examples from our site:**

https://www.statsjobs.com/make-cv-sparkle-statistics-software/


https://www.statsjobs.com/the-stats-of-wall-street-banking-on-probabilities/
Payment will depend on the quality and experience.

Please contact us with a price quote, examples of your work, and tell us whether you’d prefer to generate article topics yourself, or if you want us to send you agreed topics.

To apply, please email James@StatsJobs.com